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ORDPRDENY~NG ?RELIMiN4RY INIUNCTJON

IJNThODUCTION

In this Order, I deny the request of the Joint Petitioners1 in this docket for preJiminary

injunctive relief to prevent Global NAPs, Inc. (‘tONAPs~) during the pendency of this proceeding

from continuing to terminate traffic on the Joint Petitioners’ telecommunications networks in

Vermont without paying compensation pursuant to the Joint Petitionei~s’ intrastate access tariffs.

My decision to deny tue requested preliminary ir~unction rests on two grounds: (1) the nature of

the dispute between GNAPs and the Joint Petitioners’ concerns an unsettled area of law that does

not permit me to conclude at this stage in this proceeding that the Joint Petitioners are more

likely than not to succeed on the merits of their claim for compensation against GNAPs; and

(2) the Joint Petitioners have not demonstrated sufficient grounds for inc to conclude that they

will suffer an irreparabJe injuiy ifpreliminary injunctive reiief is not granted.

I. The Joint PCtItioi~eis arc Ludlow Telephone Cc~mpany, Nojth field Telephone Company, Perkinaville
Telephone Company, Franklm Telephone Company, Jnc., Waltafield-Payston Telephone Company, Inc., d/b/a
Waitsfield Telecom, and Waltsfleld -Fayston Telephone Company, Inc., dlbla Champlain Valley Tclecom.
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~J~’ROCEJ)1JRAL RACKGROUND

On December 5, 2008, the Joint Petitioners filed a Petition (the “Initial Petition”)2 ‘with

the Board seeking a variety of remedial relief based on alleged bad acts by ONAPs. Among

other things, the Joint Petitioners sought a temporary restraining order (“TR(Y’) and a preliminary

injunction to enjoin (3NAPs from terminating traffic on the Joint Petitioners’ networks in order to

curtail the growth during pendency of this ~iroceeding of the mounting receiv~bles that the Joint

Petitioners argue they are due from GNAYs.

OnPebruary 11,2009, a prehearing conference was convened in this docket At that

hearing, the Joint Petitioners indicated that they would seek to amend the Initial Petition to add

more petitioners.

On February 20, 2009, the Joint Petitioners filed a Motion to Amend Petition To Add

Proposed Co-Petitioners (the “Motion to Amend”). Attached to the Motion to Amend was a

proposed amended petition (the “Amended Joint Petition”). Jn the Amended Petition, the Joint

Petitioners present updated factual allegations and reiterate their request for a TRO mid

preliminary injunctive relief3

On March 27, 2009. an Order was issued granting the Motion to Amend and denying the

Joint Petitioners’ request for a TRO.

A duly noticed cvideiitiary hearing on the Joint Petitioners’ motion for preliminary

injunction was held on July 28, 2009. The ~o1lowing wilnesses appeared and gave sworn

testiinony:..Michael Reed, Manager of State Govemme~t Affairs. fQ1TDS.Telecon~ James

SchëJtema, Esq., a consultant for GNAPs; Susan Martin, Utilities Analyst for the Vermont

Department ofPublic Service; and Corey Chase. Acting Telecommunications Director for the

Vermont Department of Public Service.

2. 1N Initial Petition was accompanied by a separate pleading entftled Join! Editionfor Temporwy Re~fraininR
Order or Pre!Iminny Injunction Agoliw Global NAPs. Inc. Q cluafter referred to as the “Joint Injunction
Petition”). Attached to the Injunction Petition was a 9npporting affidavit from Michaci C. Reed (the “Reed
A1~idavit”).

3. In filing the Amended Joint Petition, the Joint Petitioners incorporated by reference the Joint Injunction
Petition and the supporting Reed Affidavit that were filed with the Board on December ~S, 2008. as part of the Initial
Petition.
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At the conclusion of the hearing, I set a deadline of August 21,2009, for the paities to file

comments with regard to the followng issues:

1. “Whether or not money damages are sufficient to make the Petitioners whole. .“~

2. “[lIE there is a subst.antia) basis for feeling that those monetary damages car4not] or
never will be paid or that assets have been removed or eliminated with regard to the
ability to attach those for compensation that might be ordered, whether that actually
meets the burden with regard to that particular prong of the injunctive test.”~

On August 21, 2009, the independents filed a memoz~ndum oflaw addressing the legal

issues fkw which I requested briefing at the end of tbe evidentiary hearing on July 2~, 2009 (“Joint

Petitioners’ Injunction Brief.”).

On August 26,2009, CINAPs fiied a motion seeking an extension of the August 21, 2009,

deadline for filing cohrnients on whether a preliminary injunction order should issue in this

proceeding.6 That same day, GNAPs also flied a reply brief that responded to the Joint

Petitioners’ timely flied brief dated August 21, 2009.~

Also on August 26,2009, the Joint Petitioners filed comments opposing the Motion to

Extend Time~!

IlL rINDJNg~

The preli.minaiy nature ofthe reliefsought here required an evidentiary hearing without

benefit of full-fledged discovery and thereby limited the parties’ ability to offer testimony with

the thoroughness thaf is customary in a MI hearing on the merits. I do not intend that the

4. Tr. 7/28/09 at 223-24 (Burke).

5. 1a

6. Motionfor Brief&seiulon ofThne to File the Reply BriefofGlobal Naps Inc. to The Memorandwn ofLaw in
Support ofMotionfor Preliminaty Injunction ofLudlow Telephone Company, Nartliwid Telepiwne Company and
Perkmsvilk Telephone Company. Inc.. dated August 25, 2009 (hereinafter “Motion to Extend Thuc”).

7. Reply ofGlobal N4ps. inc. to The Memorandum ofLow in Szç,part ofMorionfor Prelimfnaiy infwiction of
Ludlow Tckplzone Company. NoriMeld Telephone Company, and Pe.rkinsville Telephone Company, Inc., dated
August 25, 2009 (hetcinafler “GNAPS Rep’y Brief”).

8. Joins Petitioners’ Opposition to GNAPs’Motkm to £xtej,d Time, dated August 26, 2009, at 2 (burcinafter
“Opposition to Motion to Extend Time.”)
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findings below be binding on the parties when this docket reaches a determination on the merits.

The parties should have, and they will have, a full opportunity to develop these matteis in greater

detail later. They should also be prepared to carry their respective burdens, in any bearing on the

merits, without reliance upon inadmissible hearsay or factual assertions by counsel.

~ased on the evidence of record to date, I hereby make the following findings of fact for

purposes ofdeciding the Joint Petitioners’ motion for preliminary injunctive relief.

1. The Joint Petitioners are incumbent local exchange carriers ii, Vermont who receve

traffic from GNAFs via tandem switches o~ied by Telephone Operating Company ofVermont,

LLC, d/b/a FairPoint Communications (“FairPoint Communications” or “FairPoint”).

Tr. 7/28/09 at 6 (Reed).

2. GNAPS is a Delaware corporation and a public utility holding a Certificate of Public

Good, issued by the Board in Docket 6162 on February 16, 1999, authorizing GNAPs to provide

intrastate telecommunications services in the State of Vermont. Docket 6162, Order of 2/1 6/99.

3. ONAPs transmits traffic all across the United States and terminates or exchanges traflic

in many other states besides Vermont. Tr. 7/28/09 at 72 (Reed); tr. 7/28/09 at 166 (Scheltema).

4. GNAPs claims to be an “intermediary carrier” that does not provide originating dial tone

service and does not terminate telephone calls other than to the Internet. Tr. 7/28/09 at 151 and

160 (Scheltema).

5. (3NAPs believes that as an “intermediary carrier’~ it is not liable to pay intrastate access

charges pursuant to the Joint Petitioners’ tariffs for intrastate access charges. Tr. 7128/09 at. 146

(Scheltema). . .

6. The ONAPs traffic reaches the Joint Petitioners’ telecommunications networks from the

world at large through tandem offices owned by FairPoint Communications and Jocated at

various places in Vermont, such as Burlington and White River Junction. Ftoxn these switches,

GNAPs’ traffic flows over FairPoint trunks and is handed off at switches belonging to the Joint

Petitioners, who then route that traffic over their trunks for eventual termination to their

customers. Tr. 7128/09 at 7-8 (Reed).

7. ONAPs has been billed for access charges by the Joint Petitioners~ 2003. Tr.

7/28/09 at 18 (Reed).
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8. The Joint Petitioners do not have any interconnection agreements with GNAPs. Tr.

7/28/09 at6(Reed).

9. The ONAPs traffic is recorded on call detail records maintained by FairPoint

Communications (the “FairPoint CDR.s”). Ti. 7/28/09 at 8 (Reed).

10. The Joint Petitioners base their access billings on the FairPoint CDRs. Tr. 7/28/09 at 8

(Reed).

ii. The Joint Petitioners use the FairPoint CDRs to create monthly invoices .for the carriers

whose traffic has been termina±ed for that period on the Joint Petitioners’ networks. Tr. 7/28/09

at 9 (Reed)

12. The charges that are billed monthly are calculated based on the Joint Petitioners’

interstate and intrastate tariffs that are on file with the Board and the Federal Communications

Commission (~FtC”). Tr. 7/28/09 at 10 (Reed).

13. The Joint Petitioners calculate that GNAPS is incurring between $8,000 and $11,000 per

nionth in access charges for using their networks. Tr. 7/28/09 at 27 (Reed).

14. GNAPS has not paid any of the biJis for access charges that it has received from the Joint

Petitioners since 2003. Tr. 7/28109 at 18 (Reed).

15. ONAPs effectively has had free use of the Joint Petitioners telecommunications

networks in Vermont since 2003. Tr. 7128109 at 18-19 (Reed).

16, The Joint Petitioners are inct~rringniounting expenses to collect the accrued access

charges they believe they are due from GNAPs. Tr. 7128/09 at 26 (Reed).

17, (3NAPs would lose revenues and possibly would lose customers if it were preliminarily

cnjoined from temunating traffic on tbe Joint Petitioners’ networks,

18. If GNAPs were preliminarily enjoined .from tenninating traffic on the Joint Petitioners’

networks, there are altenlatecarTiers who would step in to facilitate the termination in Vennont

of traffic previously handled by ONAPs. Tr. 7/28109 at 41 and 72 (Reed); tz, 7128/09 at 210-211

(Chase).
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~ D1SCVSSION

Jnjunctive relief is an extraordinaty remedy and is iiot granted routinely.9 Board Rule

2.406(J)) provides:

No preliminary injunction may issue unless the, petitioner establishes that the
irreparable injury whicb will be caused to it if a preliminary injunction is denied,
discounted by the probability that the respondent will prevail in the proceeding on
the permanent injunction, will be greater than any injury which the granting of the
preliminary injunction will cause to the respondent.

Accordingly, it is the Joint Petitioners who bear the burden ofproving that issuance of a

preliminary injunction is wairanted under the circumstances of this case.

In evaluating whether to grant a request for a prelirninaxy injunction, the Board has set

forth the following oziteria to be considered:

(1) the likelihood of success on the merits;

(2) whether the party seeking reliefwill suffer irreparable injury it’

the relief is not granted;

(3) whether the •issuance of an injunction will substantially bairn

otherparties; and

(4) the location of the best interests of the public.10

With these principles in mind, I turn to consider the Soint Pelitioners’ request for

preliminary injunctive relief

Likelihood of success on the merits

At the heart of the dispute in this docket lies a factual question about the nature of the

ONAPs traffic that traverses and is terminated on the networks of the Joint Petitioners. The Joint

Petitioners ha’~ce alleged that there is GNAPs traffic that terminates in Vermont, and that this

traffic is subject to intrastate access charges under the Joint Petitioners’ intrastate access tariffs.1

9. Docket 63~ 1, Petitio~ of Vermont Department qfP~sblIc Servicefor a Board investigation iwo the 1w.vine.s~m
practices ofMCi Worldcom. Inc., OTder of4/20/00 at 4 (citing Commiuce Vu Save BIshop’S I-louse v. Medical
Cc.nierlio,sp. of Vermons 1~36 Vt. 213,218(1918).

10. See e~g., Docket No. 5630, Jin’esrigaxion of Vermont Electric Coope.rwive,Ovdei- of 9/10/93 at 4.

1. Joint injunction Petition at ¶ 21.
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GNAPs insists to the contrary that, as an ~‘interuiediary carrier,” its traffic is specifically e~cempt

from the application of intrastate access charges because it is traffic from an Enhanced Service

Provider (“ESP”).12 This factual dispute about the nature of GNAPs’ traffic, in turn, raises a

question in Vennont in an unsettled area of law concerning inter-carrier compensation.

Inter-carrier compensation is an area oftelecommunications policy that in large part is

shaped by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”). There is presently pending before

the FCC a proceeding that is considering the question ofwhether to impose access charges on

ES? or Voice over Internet Protocol ttaffici~ While to date the FCC has not issued a specific

decision on this question, the FCC has offered the following general policy guidance:

[Ajny service provider that sends traffic to the [Public Switched Telephone
Network] should be subject to similar compensation obligations, irrespective of
whether the traffic originates on the [Public Switched Telephone Network), on an
U’ network, ~r on a cable network. We maintain that the cost of the [Public
Switched Telephone Networki should be borne equitably among those that use it
in similar ways.14

The FCC’s inter-earner compensation proceeding has been pending since 2001. During

that time, several state public utility commissions have been required to examine the question of

how to equitably resolve certain inter-carrier compensation disputes, several of wbich have

involved GNAPs and other incumbent local exchange carriers in those jurisdictions. The

outcomes have varied.15 It now appears that this docket will require the Board to put its own

12. Tr. 7128109 at 160 and 169 (Scheltema).

13. in the Matter ofDeveloping a Un~/iedIraercarrier Compensation .Regim~, 16 FCC Rcd 9610 (2001).

14. In rite Matter ofIP-Enabkd Services, WC DockotNo. 04-36, released March 10, 2004, at ‘~ 33.

15. See, e.%~, Hauls Telephone. Inc. et ul., DT 08-028, Order dated November 10,2009 (?~1ew Hampshire)
(granting p~mtsslon to disconnect service to GNAPs due to non-payment for access to local networks of Incumbeut
and compet~tlvc carriers); Falmertcni Te2 Co. v~ C7lobaiNapr3ouiA Inc.. et aL, Case C-2009-2093336, Order dated
Augint?, 2009 (Permsylvania) (claim ofwrongful refusal to pay intrastate access charges dismissed for lack of
subject-matter jurisdlctiàn); Docket 219057 Requestfor Expedited Declaratcwy Riding as to the Applicability a)’ the
Irttraslatc 4ccess Tariffs of~8lue Rio~ge Telephone Company. Citizens Telephone Company, Plant Telephone
C~~mpany. and Waverl~y Hall Telephone LLC to the Traffic Delivered to Them by Global NAYs, Inc., Order dated
.IuJy 31,2009 (Georgia) (reversing hearing otl3ccr order granting contingent permission to disconnect ONA]’s, but
otherwise upholding conclusion that access charges were due for intrastate traffic); Complaint ofTVC dmany, Inc.
&Wa Tech Valley Cornmunicasiottr Against Global NAPs. Inc. for Failure to Pay Jnfrartas~ Access Charges, Case
O7-C-0059, Order dated March 20. 2008 (New York) (directing patties to negotiate appropriate compensation
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stamp on this question ofwhether access charges are due to independent local exchange carriers

in Vermont for GNAPs’ intrastate traffic. This is an issue of ffrst impression in Vermont

Accordingly, at this early stage in this proceeding, I cannot conclude that the Joint Petitioners are

able to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits.

The Joint Petitioners’ claim for unpaid intrastate access charges depends upon their ability

to establish as a matter of fact that the teLephone traffic for which they are hilling C3NAPs is, in

fact, intrastate telecornrnunicatiotrs traffic that is subject to regulation pursuant to state law. To

date, the Joint Petitioners have only produced the FairPoint CDRs to demonstrate the intrastate

nature of (3NAPs’ tramc. The FairPoint CDRs, however, were excluded from the evidentiary

record on hearsay grounds alter the Joint Petitioners failed to demonstrate grounds for invoking

the business records exception to the hearsay rule)6 Going forward, in the course of conducting

discovery and flung direct testimony in this proceeding, the Joint Petitioners may succeed in

cairyi.ng their burden ofproof to establish that GNAPs’ traffic is ofanature that warrants the

imposition of intrastate access charges pursuant to the Joint Petitioners’ intrastate tariffs. But for

purposes of granting a preliminary injunction, in the absence of a more robust proffer of factual.

proof regarding the nature of GNAPs’ traffic, I must conclude that the Joint Petitioners have

failed to carry their burden of proof in demonstrating the likelihood of success on the merits of

their claim for intrastate access charges due from ONAPs pursuant to the Joint Petitioners’

intrastate tatifl~.

agreement).

16. Tr. 7128/09 at 11-13 (Reed) and at 14-16 (Burke sustaining hearsay objection), (3NA?s’ rebuttal evidence
with which it has attempted to demonstrate that its traffic is exempt from intrastate access charges has been equally
unreliable to date. See w. 7128/09 at 112-113 (Sciieltwna) and at I 19 (~u~ke sustairang hearsay abjection and
denying admission into evidence of proposed confidential ONAPs exhibit). The absence of qualified expert
testimony from both parties do the technical nature of ONAPs traffic is understandable, given the typically truncated
nature of proceedings for pr&inihiary injunctive rejief. Presumably the parties wiU address the need for relinbie
technical evidence thrm~gh prefikd testimony and crnss-exmnination at the technical hearings to come on the merits
c)rthl% case.
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Irreparable IJarm

The showing of irreparable harm is the “smgle most important prerequisite for the

issuance ofa preliminary injunction.”~7 Irreparable harm must be shown to be imminent, not

remote or speculative, and the injwy must be such that it cannot be fully remedied by monetary

damages.18

The Joint Petitioners claim they are being irreparably harmed by ONAPs’ failure to pay

for tbe use oftheir telecommunications networks.39 The Joint Petitioners allege that ONAPs has

incurred and continues to incur charges for the use of the Joint Petitioners’ telecorninunicaiions

networks in Vermont to tennmate mtrastatc and interstate toll traffic to exchanges owned and

operated by the Joint Petitioners within Vermont.20 The Joint Petitioners estimate that GNAPs

has accrued a debt owed to tbeni in an amount totaling between $159,471.44 and $212,0l2.71,21

The Joint Petitioners fhrther estimate that ONAPs continues to amass approximately $8,000 to

$11,000 per month in new terminating charges.22 According to the’Jaint Petitioners, these

charges have been calculated and billed to GNAPS pursuant to lawful tariffs, but ONAPs

nonetheless refuses to remit payuient, despite efforts the Joint Petitioners have made tQ negotiate

such payment.23 The Joint Petitioners allege that ONAPs has a bisto.ry ofengaging in deceptive

conduct in other jurisdictions to deprive other carriers of lawful payment for their services.24

The Joint Petitioners further allege that (3NAPs has represented under oath in other states that it

lacks assets to satisfSr its financial obligations to othercarriers in those states.25 The Joint

17. Bell & Howell v. Mosel Supply Co., 719 F.2d 4i. 45 (2d Cir. 3983).

18. See TuckrAnthony Realty Corp. v. :5chtr.singer, 888 F.2d 969, 975 (2d Cir. 1989).

9. Tr. 7/28/09 at 26 (Reed).

20. injunction Petition at’j~ 16-19.

21. Amended Joint Petition ~ 20.

22. Finding 33, above.

23. içint Injunction Petition at ~ 17-18; Reed Affidavit at~ 11.

24. JoirLtj,Ijm,ctjon Petition aI~2I.

25, R~cdAtT1davjtat 14.
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Petitioners contend that if (3NAPS’ charges remain unpaid and continue to accrue, then these

monies may ultimately have to be recovered from the retail ratepayers of the Joint Petitioners in

Vetmont24 Thus, the Joint Petitioners assert that a preliminary injunction is necessary “to

prevent further substantial, Immediate and irreparable harm or loss” to the Joint Petitioners due to

ONAPs’ alleged continuing bad conduct27

The Joint Petitioners further argue that money damages alone will not make them whole.

In addition to the alleged arrearages for which the Joint Petitioners are seeking payment from

GNAPs in this proceeding, the Joint Petitioners have also sought relief for a variety of alleged

legal and regulatoiy violations by ONAPs of(l) the Joint Petitioners’ tariffs; (2) the terms of

GNAl~s’ Certificate ofPublic Good; (3) the Board’s Rules; and (4) the Vermont Utilities and

Corporations Acts,28 In essence, the Joint Petitioners argue that GNAPs’alleged record of non

compliance with regulatory requirements and alleged unfair and illegal business practices are

harming and will continue to “harm the Joint Petitioners’ networks and ratepayers and the public

switched telephone network as a whole in VermonL”29 According to the Joint Petitioners, no

lump-sum payment-in-full by GNAPS would suffice to cure the commercial harm caused to the

Joint Petitioners as a result of ONAPs’ failure to pay due compensation for the use of their

networks over several years~0

Having carefully reviewed the Joint Petitioners’ filings and having also considered the

evidence presented at the technical hearing on July 28, 2009,1 concludc that tb~ Joint Petitioners

have not sufficiently established that they “will suffer irreparabJe damage” if a preliminary

injunction is not granted. Fundamentally, the Joint Petitioners are seeking p~ymerit ofmoney

allegedly due, and to block GNAPs’ traffic in order to “stop the bleeding,” because, according to

26. Joint Injunction Petition at ~ 20 and 23.

27. Joint Txijtn~ction Petition at ~ 3

28. Amended Joint Petition at ~ 35~48.

29. Joint Pethionarn’ Injunction Brioiat 7.

30. Id.
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the Joint Petitioners, “the hope of getting paid is slim to none.”31 At the evidentiary hearing, the

Joint Petitioners’ witness, Michael Reed, testified that “the irreparable berm is that we are rIot

receiving money for use of our facilities. Our revenues are short because of that.”32 Under

ftirther questioning~ though, Mr. Reed candidly acknowledged that this harm was not

“irreparable” in nature.33 In the context of injunctive relief, financial hann is generally

considered to be reparable after the fact.34

A preliminary injunction may issue to preserve assets as security for a potential money

judgment where the evidence demonstrates that a party intends to frustrate a judgment by making

it uncoUectible.35 Such a demonstration of intent to frustrate ajudgment has been held to satisfy

the requirement of a showing of irreparable harm.36

I recognize that the Joint Petitioners fear (3NAPs will be “judgment proof’ against any

order the Board may u.ltiinalely issue that directs ONAPS to compensate the Joint Petitioners for

accrued arreurages. As proof, the Joint Petitioners have pointed to statements ONAPs appears to

have made in other legal proceedings concerning its inability to satisfy a judgment in excess of

$50 million in Massachusetts and $5.25 million in Connecticut. The Joint Petitioners

understandably draw the inference that ifGNAPs represents that it cannot pay two multi-million

dollar judgments, then the company may not be able to pay the sun~s, if any, that are due the Joint

Petitioners. However, Mr. Reed also acknowledged at the evidentiary hearing that there may he

Jegitimate reasons why ONAPs to date has not paid the judgments outstanding in other

31. Tr. 71~8109 at 68 (Reed).

32. Tr. 7/28/09 at 65 (Reed).

33. Id Furthermore, notwithstanding the arguments to the contrazy detailed lit page 7 ofthe Joint Petitioners’
Injunction Brief the evidence adduced at the evidentiaiy beating leads me to conclude that the Joint I’etitioners’
claim of irreparable harm ía li~nIttd to financial harm. Tr. 7128/09 at27 (Reed).

34. 5ee Campbell Jnnr, Inc. v. Banhol.er, Turintre & Co., Inc., 148 Vt. 1(1987); Docket 6331, Order of 4/20/00
at 17.

35. See Republic Qfthe Philippines v. Marcos, 806 J~2d 344, 356 (2d Cir. 1986); Si.~naI Capital Corp. v. Frank,
895 F.Supp. 62,64 (SJ).N.Y. 1995).

36, See In re Felt & Drcxlar~ Inc., 760 F.2d 406, 416 (2c1 Cfr. 1985); Si~rnsJ Capital, 895 P.Supp. at 64.
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jurisdictions.37 Therefore, on balance, I conclude that GNAPs’ “ability to pay” remains a matter

of speculation at this point in this proceeding, and this Board has previously determined that

speculation cannot serve as a basis for granting extraordinary remedial relief.38

The Joint Petitioners have raised numerous troubling concerns about GNAPs’ corporate

citizenship in Vermont that suggest there may be cause to consider revoking GNAP’S Certificate

of Public Good as part of the ultimate outcome in this docket. However, neither the allegations

• of bad corporate citizenship nor the aliegations of monetary harm amount to persuasive evidence

that any harm GNAPS may be causing is irreparable in nature, or that ONAPs intends to frustrate

a judgment in this case.

In sum, for the foregoing reasons, I conclude the Joint Petitioners have not successfully

carried their burden of proof to demonstrate a likelihood of irreparable harm absent issuance of a

preliminary injunction.

Pottntial harm to GN*Pa and tha nubile interest

Because I have concluded that the Joint Petitioners have not satisfied the elements of

likelihood of success on the merits and irreparable harm, I will only briefly examine tbe two

remaining elements of the test for preliminary injunctive relief: potential harm to GNAPs if a

preliminary ii~junction is issued, and the location of the best interests of the pubJic.

If the pi~eUminary injunction requested by the Joint Petitioners is issued at this time,

GNAPS claims it “will be put out of business in Vermont” and potentially wiJi lose customers

elsewhere because of its ensuing inability to market itself as a carrier that delivers its service

within a comprehensive tenitory.that includes Vermont.39 In response, the Joint Petitioner.~ point

out that because ONAPs is a national company that operates in many other states, the effect of

temporarily enjoining the termination of its traffic in Vermont will likely he limited to a loss of

37. Ti. 7T28109 at 63 (Reed).

38. Docket 5841/5859, Inve.rtigaitan Into citizens Utiuitres Company, Order of 12/22/00 at 3 (rejecting TRO
request supported by speculation concerning respondent uti1ity~s poor creditworthiness, alleged inability to pay sunis
potentially due and possible ensuing rate increases for retaii ratcpnyers). .cee also I IA Charles Alan Wright &
Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure ~ 2948.1 ii. 8 (2d ed. 1987) (irreparable harm must be likely to
occur speculative injury 15 1101 sufficient).

39. Ti. 7/28/09 at 177-178 (~theltemn).
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revenue — an impact that would be much like the harm the Joint Petitioners claim to be

experiencing due to GNAPs’ failure to pay intrastate access chatgcs in Vermont.~

With respect to the locution of the interests of the public, ONAPs has expressed concerns

about possible uneconomic~ costs for its end-user customers and potential service outages that the

customers ofthe Joint Petitioners couJd experience until alternate arrangements axe made to deal

with the impact ofprelinainarily ex~joining the flow of GNAP& traffic in Vermont.41 The Joint

Petitioners counter — with support from the Department — that their customers would not “be

any the wiser” if ONAPS could no longer terminate traffic on the Joint Petitioners’ networks, as

least cost” call muting mechanisms would be triggered to till any gap left by preliminarily

enjoining ONAPs’ service in Vermont.42 According to the Joint Petitioners, the best interests of

the public In Vermont and in the nation at large arcserved by ensuring that “carriers using the

network pay for the network.”43

BaI3nclnRJhe effects of denying compared to ~randnst the preliminary injunction

As noted above, Board Rule 2.406(D) requires that I balance the effects of denying

compared to granting the Joint Petitioners’ request for a preliminary injunction against ONAPS.

If a preliminary injunction is denied, then the Joint Petitioners face the threat of

continuing to carry ONAPs’ alleged unpaid balance of arrearages that will grow unabated during

the pendency of this proceeding. The potential harm that may be caused to ONAPs if the

preliminary injunction is granted appears to amount to a loss of revenues and a potential loss of

customers. While the potential harm to the 3oint Petitioners may be substantial, in the end it

amounts to a claim for payment of money owed by GNAPs, and therefore is not irr~parable in

nature.

The potential hania to the Joint Petitioners of denying the request for preliminary

injunctive reliefmust be discounted by the fact that it appears neither more nor less probable at

40. Tr. 7128109 at 73 (Reed).

4]. Ti. 7i28109 at ~78.119 (Scheftema).

42. Tr. 7/28/09 at 41 and 72 (Reed); ti. 7128109 at 210-211 (Chase).

43. Tr. 7f2~I09 at 75 (Reed).
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this time that GNAPs ultimately will prevail in defending itself against the Joint Petitioners’

request for permanent injunctive relief. Thus f~r the Joint Petitioners have not been able to show

a likelihood of succeeding on the merits of their case, due to the unsettled nature of factual and

legal issues that have yet to be examined in this proceeding.

On balance, I am not able to conclude that the Joint Petitioners have established that the

harm to them ofdenying their request for preliminary ii~junc~ti’ve relief “will be greater than any

injury which the granting of the preliminary injunction will cause” to GNAPs. Accordingly. I

conclude that the Joint Petitioners’ request for preliminary injunctive reliefshould be denied:

JoIntJ~etitioners~reqnest for GNAPs toj~ost a bond

In addition to seeking preliminary injunctive relief;, the Joint Petitioners have requested

that the Board “order ONAPs, at the outset ofproceedings in this matt~er, to post a bond in the

amount of $53,157.15, representing 33 1/3% of the minimum charges due and owing to the Joint

Petitioners as of the date of the instant Amended Joint Petition.”~

Having reached the conclusion that the Joint Petitioners at this time have not

demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits of their claim for payment due from ONAPs, I

perceive no basis in equity to require ONAPs to post a bond to secure any judgment for the

payment of arrearages that the Joint Petitioners may ultimately secure upon final judgment in this

proceeding. I therefore deny the Joint Petitioners’ request to compel CINAPs to post a bond

pending the resolution of this docket

4NAPs’~Motion for extension of time tp file

On August 26, 2009, GNAPs filed a motion seeking an extension, of the August 21, 2009,

deadline fbi tiling comments on whether a preliminary injunction order should issue in this

proceeding. That same day. ONAPS also filed a repJy brief that responded to the Jbmt

Petitioners’ timely filed brief dated August 21, 2009.

AJsó on August 26, 2009, the Joint Petitioners filed comments in opposition to the

Motion to Extcnd Time. As grounds, the Joint Petitionets cited the several procedural delays in

this docket that have been occasioned by GNAPs’ failure “to comply with Board-ordered

44. Amended Joint Petition at 14.
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discovery deadlines and attorney-appearance requirements.”45 The Joint Petitioners further

expressed concern that granting the Motion to E~tend Time “would disadvantage the Joint

Petitioners who complied with the Hearing ()ffj~1~ briefing deadline. .“‘~

The Motion to Extend Time is an unsupported request for an extension of time “in which

to file a response” post-hearing to the Joint Petitioners’ petition for preliminary injunctive

relief.47 The Motion to Extend Time fails to cite any reason for why ONAPs failed to timely file

its brief on August 21, 2009. The filing deadline set at the July 28, 2009, technical hearing

contemplated that the parties would file their comments simultaneously. If I were to accept

GNAP?tardy filing of August 26,2009,1 would be affording the company the unwarranted

strategic advantage of rebutting the comments of Joint Petitioners. I decline to reward Cfl’JAP&

unexplained and therefore unjustified conduct, especially in light of the troubling a~,proach the

Company has exhibited to date toward discharging its procedural obligations in this

proceeding.48 1 therefore deny GNAPs’ Motion to Extend Time, and I further decline to consider

the arguments set forth in the GNAPs Reply Brief.

V. CgNcLusEo~~

For the reasons discussed in this Order, I have denied the Joint Petitioners’ request for

preliminary injunctive relief. Arguments made by any party that are inconsistent with this Order

are hereby rejected.

While I have rejected the Joint Petitioners’ request for a preliminary injunction at this

time, it is important for all parties to bear in mind that this decision does not constitute a

detcnnination on the merits of this proceeding, nor does it otherwise in any way reflet~t upon the

ultimate outcome of this case. I remain concerned by the nature of the allegations the Joint

Petitioners have made concerning ONAPs’ course of conduct in this jurisdiction. If these

45. JoInt Petitioners’ Opposition to GNA.Px’Aloiion to.~tendZYme dated August26, 2009, at2.

46. Id.

47. MotiontoExtcndatj.

4L See Docket 7493, Order of 6/3/09 at 2 (notIng Gontinued failure of counsci for ONAPs to fIle a motion for pro
hoc vice admission, notwithstanding representations made four months earlier that tins procedural umissicm would be
cured pronq~tly); see aLso Docket 7493, Order of7t2/09 at 4-5 (granting two motions to compel tiled by the Joint
Petitioners, and noting failure ofONAPs to respond to either one of these discovery niotions).
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allegations are ultimately substantiated by competent evidence, it remains possible that a final

order in this docket could result in the termination of ONAPs’ CPG for doing business in

Vermont.

Dated at Molltpeliex, Vermont, this 7th day of ~eccmber . 2009.

stJolwJi Burke
JohnD. But~ce, Esq
Heaiing Officer :
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